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ServoDocs®

Document Management System
Enterprise DMS for voluminous archival/retrieval and extensive integration 
needs, capable of using cloud object storage like Amazon S3.
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ServoDocs® is a leading-edge Document 
Management System (DMS) product that has the 
capability to archive, retrieve, index documents and 
provide fast search, independent of the size of the 
document repository. This product has been 
designed for delivering high performance and can 
be integrated with external systems through APIs.

Business applications like Lending Management 
System (LMS), Core Banking System (CBS), Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), Customer 
On-boarding, Core Insurance, ERP, etc can be 
integrated with ServoDocs® through APIs.

ServoDocs® is capable of uploading, searching, 
downloading and updating different type of 
documents like pdf, jpeg, jpg, tiff, xls, doc and so on.

ServoDocs® is useful for long-term archive-retrieve 
use cases as well as short-term transactional use 
cases. It helps transform digitized paper documents 
and electronic files into valuable knowledge asset for 
the organizations that need to deal with 
unstructured documents for conducting business, as 
the system allows authorized access to the archived 
documents. This product also helps users maintain 
versions of the documents uploaded into the 
system. By default, the last version of a document is 
accessible, but if the user wishes to get a previous 
version then it is possible to access the same 
providing the version no. as input.

Key Features Include:
Friendly and easy to use UI
Highly robust
Fast access
Concurrent connection threads/ access points
Easy search, retrieval and view
Versioning of documents
Access control via Web Admin Console
Supports archival of most document formats
Audit Trail is maintained for easy compliance
User Types: User and Admin
Integration with Active Directory

ServoDocs® can be integrated with any external 
system through APIs. Access rights for adding, 
viewing, modifying and deleting documents are 
provided to the authorized users.

This gives you a complete control of managing 
across-the-enterprise documents. The product is 
architecturally designed to cater high volume of 
send/receive requests from multiple channels.

ServoDocs® Key Features & Functionalities

Highly Integration-friendly
Readily available APIs allow integration with 
any 3rd party applications. Also, the support 
for other modes of integrations makes it 
best suited for across-the-enterprise use by 
multiple business verticals.

Multi-storage Support
Diversify your reach as ServoDocs®  
supports  multi-storage types in a single 
setup, regardless of whether the documents 
are to be archived in local servers or on 
object-based-storage.
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Fast Searching & Mis
Search on File, Folder and Meta levels 
ensures instant retrieval. Offers Live 
reports with inherent features such as 
Audit-Trail, Restricted Edit/View, 
Right-based Access, MIS, etc.

Parallel Read/write
When reading files from disk, CPU 
performance is typically not your 
bottleneck. It supports a high degree of 
parallel read/write operations that are 
faster than the traditional systems.

Security & Encryption
In order to comply with and meet the 
strictest data security policies, all 
documents are stored and transferred 
between the systems in an encrypted 
format.

Increased Productivity
Freedom to work wherever you want, with 
better organization of your documents 
and advanced collaboration capabilities, 
saves your time and increases 
productivity of employees.

Typical Screens of ServoDocs® DMS

Create/Manage Metadata Search Document (Folder/Document Based)

Document View with Versioning LDAP & Non-LDAP Users Creation

User & Group Mapping Rights Management
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About Servosys
Servosys is one of the fastest-growing providers 
of software products and technology services 
for business process automation solutions that 
address challenges like process turn-around 
time, organizational productivity, service quality, 
regulatory compliance, business scalability, 
operational visibility and excellence. Servosys 
has the best solution expertise in areas such as 
Business Process Management, Robotic Process 
Automation, Document Management, Mobile 
Imaging, Scanning, Artificial Intelligence & 
Machine Learning. The company serves various 
industries including Banking, Financial Services, 
Insurance, High-tech & Services Organizations.

Key Differentiators

In ServoDocs®, images are stored only in industry 
standard formats. 

ServoDocs® provides the capability of using object 
storage like Amazon S3. 

Parallel read/write operations make Servosys DMS highly 
optimized central repository and other applications can 
access documents at very high speed. 

DMS Rights are dependent on metadata and hence it is 
very easy to define rights based on the type of documents.

ServoDocs® DMS

Images are often stored in a proprietary format and the 
client gets locked down with the vendor forever.

Generally, an older generation DMS allows storage only in 
a conventional form.

Old DMS have only serial read/write capabilities owing to 
compatibility with old I/O devices and requirements like 
use of jukebox (that was very popular at one time)

Older systems assign rights based on folder only which is 
very restrictive as the clients need to spend huge time on 
setting rights for DMS usage.

Other DMS
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